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Analysis of Responses First & Second Year Students 2016-17 
     Student’s survey consisted of the student’s opinion about teaching –Learning process, 
about the infrastructure of college, and about college staff and their abilities. Questions are 
Yes/No type questions. Total 15 questions where there. And 10 questions about teachers 
content knowledge, use of technology. Cooperativeness, it helps college to analyse the 
responses and make improvement from next academic year. 
       Students like the activities organized by college. They take active participation in 
it.These help them to develop their personality and awareness about society. Students like 
different field visits, it’s very interesting and knowledge provoking. 
About Infrastructure – 
Building and college premises are specious and well equipped. There are adequate 
classrooms. Classrooms are   well ventilated and illuminated. There is good playground with 
sufficient sports material. College premises have water cooler and water purifier. In college 
library there are sufficient books and well reading room. Computer lab is well equipped and 
sufficient number of computers. But need to add more PC. Every method has separate 
method room. In science Laboratory there are separate section foe Biology, Physics and 
Chemistry. All necessary instruments are easily available in the Lab. In Psychology lab there 
is adequate number of psychology experiment and other material.  In this college there is 
qualified faculty. 
     In our college there are separate rooms for girls and boys. In college we have gender 
specified facility of washrooms/toilets. 
     Faculty: Regarding the faculty. The students found them very cooperative, regular, 
knowledgeable and well qualified. They appreciated that some lecturers used group 
activities and technology to teach their courses. Many mentioned that the lecturers were 
motivating and caring. So the students acknowledged their satisfaction regarding the 
teaching staff. 
     Faculty gives sufficient time for guidance. All faculty members are caring and humble in 
nature. 
     Non-Teaching staff: The students had a pleasant experience interacting with the office 
staff. In general they found the non-teaching staff helpful, supportive, prompt and efficient. 
General Administration: The students had a very good opinion regarding the general 
administration, indicating that there was an improvement in cleanliness. They also 
appreciated the facilities and equipment’s available for the students. In general they found 
the college staff understanding, perfect in their work and cooperative. Hence the students 
were very satisfied with the overall working of the college.  
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

 
Shri Sant Tukaram shikshan Prasarak Mandal’s 

Adhyapak mahavidyalaya , Vadgaon maval 
Survey’s Feedback form 

Year-2016-17 
B.Ed. / M.Ed. Students 

A) - Very Good [3]   , B) - Good [2] , C) - Satisfactory [1] , D) - Unsatisfactory [0] 
Parameters 
1] Teachers Content knowledge 
2] Communication Skill 
3] Sincerity and commitment of teacher 
4] Creating Interest in teaching learning process 
5] Teacher providing sufficient teaching material  
6] Teachers ability to integrate content with other courses 
7] Inspiration by teacher in & out side of class 
8] Capability of evaluation 
9] Sufficient time for feedback in teaching learning process 
10] Overall performance 


